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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we continue the investigation begun in Haile [4] and 
Tesser [12] into the structure of the Clifford algebra of a form. If f 
is a form of degree d in n variables over a field F, then the Clifford 
algebra off is the F-algebra C,= R/T where R = Fix,, . . . x,} is the free 
associative F-algebra in n variables and T is the ideal generated by 
{(a,x,+ ..’ + %X,Y-f(~1, ---, cx,,)jcxl ,..., cl,~F}. If d=2 this is the 
classical Clifford algebra of a quadratic form. If d > 2 then this is also called 
the “generalized” Clifford algebra nd has been studied by various authors 
(see Roby [ 111, Revoy [lo], Childs [2] ). In Haile [4] it was shown that if 
d= 3 and n = 2 (i.e., iffis a binary cubic form) and the characteristic of the 
field F is not 2 or 3, then the Clifford algebra C,- of the form is Azymaya 
with center the affine coordinate ring of an explicitly given elliptic curve 
over F (the center was also determined by Heerema in [6]). Moreover the 
algebra C, can be extended to an Azumaya algebra over the projective 
closure of the elliptic curve. Applying the pairing investigated by Lichten- 
baum [4] and Manin [9], one obtains then for each field extension K/F a 
homomorphism from the group of K-rational points on the elliptic curve to 
the Brauer group of K, given by specialization. 
In [lo] Revoy, using results ofRoby [ 111, exhibited anexplicit F-basis 
for the Clifford algebra of an arbitrary form. Using this basis it is easy to 
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see that if ri”> 3 or d= 3 and n > 2 then the CliRord algebra contains tile 
free F-aigebra on two variables. In particular the algebra is not finite!y 
generated over its center and hence is not Azumaya. owever in [t2: 
Tesser showed that if .f is a diagonal binary form, then there are 
homomorphic images on C,- which are Azymaya with properties much hke 
those of the Clifford algebra itself in the cubic case. 
In the first section of this paper we “explain” the apparent ubiquity of 
Azumaya algebras arising from Clifford algebras. In fact we show that if 
the form Jf (of degree d in n variables) has no repeated irreducible factors 
over the algebraic losure of F, then every representation of C,. of degree :! 
is Azumaya. All the Azumaya algebras found thus far arising from Gifford 
algebras are covered by this result. Consequent!y this simplifies some of the 
proofs in Haile [4] and Tesser [ 121. Moreover one is then ied to t%e 
definition of a “generic” Azumaya algebra associated to each Ciifford 
algebra and we examine some of the properties of this algebra. 
One of the interesting aspects of the Chfford algebra of a binary enbk 
form is that it is a finitely presented Azumaya algebra given by explicit 
generators and relations. In the second sertion we show that many of the 
Azumaya algebras discovered in Tesser [II!] are finitely presented and we 
give explicit generators and relations. The -‘cubic” nature of these relations 
shows that these algebras are very similar in structure to the ChKord 
algebra of a binary cubic form. 
It ivas shown in Tesser [12] that for each diagonal binary form there is a 
representation of the Clifford algebra which is Azumaya and with center 
the afhne coordinate ring of an explicitly given hyperehiptic urve. These 
curves have singularities at infinity. In the Iast section we show that the 
Azumaya algebra can be extended to the desingularization fthe projective 
closure of the hyperelliptic curve. As a result we can again app?); the pair- 
ing of Eichtenbaum to obtain a homomorphism from the Picard group of 
this nonsingular projective curve to the Brauer group of F. 
SECTION ONE 
In this section we consider some general results about the Clifford 
algebra of a form. We will call a form .f rzon&genera;e if it has no multiple 
factors over F. the algebraic losure of ,F Let il be an F-algebra. Following 
Artin ‘iI] we define a k-dimensional replesenrariorz ofA to be an F-algebra 
homomorphism cp : A -+ M,(K) where K is an extension field of E. Such a 
representation is called irreducible if ip(A)M= M,(K). We will &so 
sometimes refer to the algebra q(A) as a representation of A. 
As in the introduction we define the Chfford algebra C, of a form 
f’= f’t u!, li7. . . I:,,) of degree d over F to be the algebra F{ X, , .Y? ~~..* Y,? i /Z 
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where T is the ideal generated by { ( alxl + ..’ + x(nxH)d-f(n,, . ..) lx,,) 1 
Lx, ). . . c(,l E F}. 
We are indebted to J. Dadok for a very useful conversation concerning 
the proof of the following result. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let f be a nondegenerate form ouer an infinite fi ld F, 
If cp is a representation of the Clifford algebra Ct-, then the degree off 
diuides the dimension qf cp, 
ProoJ: Let cp: C+ M,(K) be a representation of C,- of dimension k
(say), where K is an extension field of F. Let the degree of 
f=f(u,, 112, . .. II,,) be d. Let Bi = cp(x,). We have the relations 
f(CIL,CI1,...rC(,,)=(CI1B1+CI?B2+ ... cx,,B,Jd (*) 
for all x1, a:, . . . . c1,, in K. Applying the determinant o this we obtain 
(f(El. .  . ix,,))‘= (det(cr, B, + ... + CI,,B,,))~ for all GL~, ... . x,~ in K. Because K
is an infinite field we infer that f(u, u?, . . . . u,,)' = g(u, u2, . . . . u,,)~, where g 
is the polynomial with coefficients in K given by g(u,, .. . . u,) = 
det(u, B, + ... + u,,B,,); each coefficient is a polynomial in the entries ofthe 
matrices Bi, i= 1, 2, . . . . n. Let f = r,r2. r,, where each form ri is 
irreducible over K. By hypothesis the ri are distinct. Since f" = g", the 
polynomials f and g have the same irreducible factors. Hence we can write 
g = rfIrt2 . .. r:. We conclude that kid = k for all i. In particular dlk. [ 
COROLLARY 1.2. If the degree of f is d, then euerJ3 d-dimensional 
representation of C, is Azurnaya of rank d’. Moreooer the representation is 
irreducible andthe kernel of the representation is a prime ideal of C,. 
Proo$ If cp: C,+ Md(K) is a representation, then centainly rp(C/) 
satisfies theidentities of dx d-matrices. However we claim that no simple 
homomorphic image of q(cf) can satisfy lower identities: if B is a simple 
image satisfying thed - 1 x d - 1 identities, then there is a field extension T 
of the center L of B, such that BOL T z Mk( T) for some k < d. Hence we 
obtain a k-dimensional representation of CY and so by the proposition 
k > d. This proves the claim. By the Artin-Procesi theorem, we conclude 
that cp(C’,-) is Azumaya of rank d’. 
The proof that the representation s irreducible is similar. If R = q(Cf)K 
is a proper K-subalgebra ofM,(K), then every simple homomorphic image 
of R has K-dimension less than d’ and so satisfies the identities of 
d - 1 x d - 1 matrices. But if 9 : R + B is a homomorphism with B simple, 
then $q(C,-) satisfies these lower identities and hence so do its simple 
images. This is a contradiction to the claim proved above. Hence 
R = M,,(K). It follows that the center of cp(C’) is a subring of K. Since 
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ip(C,) is Azumaya, we infer that p(Cf.) is a prime ring and so the kernel of 
cp is prime. 
ai!e [4] and Tesser [121 various representations of Clifford algebras 
were shown to be Azumaya. All of those algebras are d-dimensional 
representations f nondegenerate forms of degree d Hence the corollary 
provides a unified proof that these algebras are in fact Azumaya. 
It is not known whether for every nondegenerate form of degree d there 
is a representation of C, of dimension d. In fact it is still open whether C; 
need have any finite dimensional representations at all. If .f is a diagonal 
binary form, say ,f’( II. 11) = CI& + bzf’, ab f 0, then it is easy to find sirch :3 
representation: let K= F(o) where CO is a primitive dth root of unity and 
consider the cyclic algebra (c(, b),, that is the K-algebra generated by x. J. 
sm’bject i0 Yi’ = a, f = b, and ~‘)i = o.Y.)~. There is an Fa-slgebra 
homomorphism from C,- to (a, b)K given by senddng x, to I and xZ to >‘~ By 
passing to a splitting field of (a, b)K we obtain a d-dimensional represen- 
ration. Applying a result of Childs iProposit!on 40 of [2]), we can 
generalize this result somewhat. 
POSITION 1.3 (Childs). If .f is a nondegenera:e bitzar.17 jormqf degree 
d; 2 C, has a fepresenlarion of dimensiorf ci.
Proof: One only needs to observe that 
Proposition 10of [2] is of dimension d 
the representation produced XI 
In the case of a binary cubic formf the results ofHaile [4] show that C! 
is itself Azumaya and has a faithful representation of dimension three. 
However as pointed out in the introduction this is not the case for forms sf 
higher degree or more variables. The results proved so far suggest E
replacement for the Clifford algebra, atleast for binary forms. 
Let 1’ be a nondegenerate binary form of degree d over an infinite field F. 
Let I= fl ker{cp), where the intersection s taken over al1 representations 9 
of dimension (1. By Proposition 1.3 such representations exist. L-r 
A,- = c, ,!I. 
Proof: The algebra (1,. satisfies theidentities of dx d matrices and no 
homomorphic image can satisfy lower identities (by Proposition i.I ). 
Applying the ArtinProcesi theorem we see that ,4,-is Azumaya of rank 6”. 
If P is a prime ideal of A,, then the quotient A,,!F is Aziamaya with center 
an integral domain. Hence A,jP is an order in a simple algebra of dimen- 
sion d’ and so P is the kernel of a d-dimensional representation of Al-- Ft 
follows that flP=O, where the interaction isover all the prime ideals of 
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A-,-. Since the prime ideals of the center of A,- are in one-to-one corre- 
spondence with the prime ideals of A.,-, the center is reduced. 1 
In the language of Artin [ 11, the set of equivalence lasses ofirreducible 
d-dimensional representations of Ci is in one-to-one correspondence with 
the points of the space Spec,(Cf) of prime ideals which are the kernels of 
those representations. Clearly in our case we have Spec,( Cfj 2 Spec,(AJ 
Because A, is Azumaya of rank d2, we see that Spec,(rlJ 2 Spec( A/) r 
Spec(Z(Al)), where Z(A/) is the center of A.p 
Of course in the case where f is binary cubic c,.= A,. We want to show 
that for a general binary f the algebra A., has some of the same properties 
as the Clifford algebra itself inthe binary cubic ase. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. If B is a simple homomorphic image qf A,., then B is of 
dimension d’ ocer its center, and its center is a finite extension fF. 
Proc?f: The first statement follows immediately from the fact that A, is 
Azumaya of rank d’. For the second let K be the center of B and let L be a 
splitting field of B with L/K finite. Then BOK L 2 M,(L) and so we obtain 
a d-dimensional representation of C’,. Let (a?)) denote the image of ?ck 
under this representation, for k = 1, 2. If we identify B with its image in 
MJ L), then B is the F-subalgebra ofMd( L) generated by the two matrices 
(a$‘), k= 1, 2. Hence the center K of B is identified with the set of scalar 
matrices in this subalgebra. In particular Fc KC F[af’: 1 <i, j<d, 
1 d k < 21 c L. It follows that K is a finite extension of F. 1 
The following result is a partial converse to Proposition 1.5. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let B be a cyclic F-algebra qf degree d. Theiz there is a 
nondegenerate binary form f such that B is a homomorphic image of A, 
Proof. Let K/F be a cyclic extension of degree d such that KG B. Let 
(a) = G = Gal(K,‘F) and let J be an invertible element of B such that 
yky-‘=0(k) for all kEK. Let J,d=bEFX and let K=F(B), for some ~EK. 
Let g(t)= t”+a,-,tdpl + ... + a, t + a, be the irreducible polynomial of 8 
over F. Finally let x = 0~. If CY, pE F, then we have (CIX + b~)~= 
((~e+B)~,)“=(I1,.~(~1~(~)+B))1,~=bn,(cl~(e)+p). But this is just 
f(a, fl) where we define f (u, c) = badg( qu j = bud + ad- L buud ~~ ’ + 
ad_,bu’o”~2+ ... +albudm’ c + a,bud. The binary form f is nondegenerate 
because g( t j is separable. There is a homomorphism from C’, to B, given by 
sending xI to s and x2 to 1’. As we have seen before the kernel of this 
homomorphism is also the kernel of a d-dimensional representation andso 
the homomorphism factors through A,. 1 
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To elucidate the structure of A, and its center we want to compare the 
algebra to another Azumaya algebra naturally associated to C-, for f 2. 
binary form. Let <FJ be indeterminates, 1< i, j< d 1 d k 6 2, and iet F[<l 
denote the polynomial ring generated by all the 5:“‘~ Let Xk = (<%j) for 
k = I3 2 be generic matrices in M,(F[l] ). Let F(X, :X2 ‘, be the F-&gebsa 
generated by X, and X2. 
Returning to the Clifford algebra. if i, j are in.tegers, ci d i, .j< <i. 
with !‘+j= L?: let s~,~(-Y,- .u,)EF(.Y!, -Y,J (the free algebra) be the sum 
of the monomials of degree i in sI and degree j in .Y:. (50 for exampie 
for ii=4, si~~j~u,,~~,)=.u,~~~+.i-,s,.u~+.~~.~~,.u,+x~~~,.S Let f(u,r)= 
zi. ;: I+, =(, ai. ;zl’r! In this notation T is the ideal generaIcd by the e?emea!s 
s~,-~(.~~~,.:~~)-c~~,,’ for O<i.j<rl, i+j=Cr, 
Now let B, = F(X, , X2 );9, where d is the ideal generated b:, 
s;,j(xi. x))-ui,,, for 0 < i, j d d, i + j= d Let D, be the F-subalgebra oi 
,W,(F[<]!S) generated by the images of the generic matrices. where S is the 
ideal ir: FL<] generated by the entries of the matrices s;.~(X~, X,) - tal! 
Because ,Y is contained in the kernel of the canonical homomorphism from 
F(X,, L XT) to D,-, we have an induced homomorphism from B, to 9,.. 
Proqf: It is clear that e,- is a homomorphic image of C,-. Also B-!- is 
Azumaya of rank A’, because it satisfies the identities of d :: ci matrices and 
no homomorphic image can satisfy lower identities ( uch an image is a?so 
an image of C,-, so Proposition 1.1 applies 1. Since B,- is Azumaya it has a 
splitting ring, that is there is a commutative ring T such that T contains the 
center R of 3,. and E-, OR Tz Md( T) (see Knus a2d Ojangurer, [71- 
Thioreme 6.6). Since B, is a projective R-module, the map 6,-- I$ @ i”’ Is 
injective and we may identify L+ with its image. If XI an X2 are identified 
iniith (!;,! j)and ($T’) respectively, then there is a homomorphism from F[t] 
to T that sends c’!!’ to t!” for ali i, j, k. The ideal S is in the kernel of rhls ~ !I 
homomorphism and so I&e get an induced homomorphism from D, :o B:.. 
It is easy to see that this is the inverse of the map from B;- to II,/- described 
above and so these algebras are isomorphic. To see that df maps onto f, 
let q: c, -+ M,(K) be a representation. where K is a field extension of F. 
Let q(s, j = (cr,:lj) and cp(s?) = (Q:~?‘)~ for some a:) in R As in the argument 
given above we obtain a homomorphism from F(t) to K by sending <i,” :s 
$!I for ail i’, j, k. and this homomorphism sends 5 to zero. Since the image 
is a domain, the homomorphism sends rad(Si to zero. Under the extcnsior;, 
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of this homomorphism to M,(F[t]) -M,(K) the image of F{X,, X,} 
is the same as the image of Cf. Hence the representation rp factors 
through DP It follows that the kernel of every d-dime_nsional rep_resenta- 
tion of C, contains the ,kernel of the map from C, to D, and so D, maps 
onto A,-. To show that this map is an isomorphism, let P,, P?,..., P, be 
the minimal primes of S in F[l]. Then 8, = ~lJF[<]/rad(Sjj z 
Md(F[i]/P1) @ . . . 0 Md(F[j’]/P,)) and so for each prime Pi we get an 
induced homomorphism qi: B,“+ Md( F[ (]/Pi). Hence each 4i induces 
a (irreducible) d-dimensional representation (pi of C,.. Thus we have 
ker( C,. --f ,4,.) E n i ker( cp ;) = ker( C, + Bf) G ker( C, --f il.,-). Hence the 
canonical map from D,. to A, is an isomorphism. 1
COROLLARY 1.8. The center of A, is an F-subalgebra qf the affine 
algebra F[ {]/rad( S). 
SECTION Two 
In this section and the next we examine more carefully some of the 
representations of Clifford algebras found in Tesser [121. In this ection we 
show that for many of these representations theimage of the Clifford 
algebra can be given by an explicit finite s t of generators and relations. 
First we recall the definition of the representations of [12]. 
Let f be a nondegenerate diagonal binary form of degree d over a field F 
of characteristic greater than d. Thus there are nonzero elements aand b in 
F such that .f( u,~1) = aud+ bv”. Moreover we assume that F contains w, a 
primitive dth root of one. As usual et C, be the Clifford algebra off over F. 
Let M denote a dth root of a in F, the algebraic closure of F. Let h be an 
integer, 2 d h dd- 1, such that (h, d) = 1. Let S, t be indeterminates over F 
and let K=F’(cc, t)[s]/U where U is the ideal generated by the element 
Sd _ ( _ 1)&G 1 I (b - td). Let P and Q be the following matrices in M,(F): 
0100~~~00 100 . ..oo 
0010~~~00 owo . . . 00 
p= ; i 1 Q= oow2~~~oo 0000...01 1000~~~00 1. 000 ...Omd-’ 
It was shown in [12] that the mapping X, HX= UQ and .x2t, Y= 
tP + sQPh determines an F-algebra homomorphism C,-+ Md(K) and that 
the image, which we denote A,,, is an Azumaya algebra of rank d2. 
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Now assume in addition that (17 - 1, d) = 1. Since we are already assum- 
ing that (A, d) = I, we must have d odd. Let k be an integer, 0 <k <A ?, 
such that kjh - 1) s 2 - h(mod d). Let i’= 2’” I1 in <4,,. 
LEMMA 2.1. The elements XV and VX in A,, COIMnlUie. 
Pro?]: First observe that ks (2-h)(h- l)p’s (h- 1 j-~‘- i (CXA d). 
ence h(k+1)=h(h-l)~‘~~+((tl-I)~‘-k-i-2. Aiso we halse 
PQ = c,:QP. It follows that Q” + ‘P commutes with Qk+‘Ph3 in fact 
(Qk+llDjll = (,~e~hlk+lJPh = ~‘Qk+lPh, where c = ik + I)h(h - I;;‘?. 
Sin,ce xl,- = xk+‘y = ykhi [tQ”+‘p + sQktzp”] and $‘X = X”J’ 
.p+l [ot “+‘P+w”sQ k+ZP’f], the lemma now foollows immediately. 
Let F,, x. E j denote the free algebra on two variables. Let 1:; be the ideal 
in p;! .. j .x3 P) generated by the elements 
,A 
Let .4, = F(.Y. rj,:f,; to conserve notation we will let 2’ and t’ denote 
the images of .Y and L’ in s&. From the second and third relations we 
have ,~“‘c=(o~h-t-o~‘).~~‘.~--~h~it.~~:’ and .~~‘=(o~-~+cL)~‘)L~.~J~.- 
co PhP ‘L~‘.Y, Combining these with the other two relations it is easy to see 
that .L$, is generated as an F-vector space by [;~:(.Yx )“sjlO < i, .j < d- i: 
0 d H). We will see later that these elements actually form an F-basis 
for .ti;/,~ 
PRX$ We need to show that the relations (**) hold en A,;, wh I is 
replaced by X and t> is replaced by V= XL 1’. Wecaii that X= 3~ and 
Y= rP + sQP”. Clearly A’“= a. For the second relation recall that 
PQ = wQP and so PX= oXP. Thus we have &“X’(X”I’) - 
(w+ciih)x(xkY)x+ (X”Y)X’= Xk[~Ohf’X~Y- jo>+ol”jXE’x + i’x’j 
= Xk[I& ‘tX’p+. &+ ‘.#Qf’” - (0 + ah) t.ypX - (c:-, + &) sXQp”X 
+ tf’x’ + sQphx~‘] = Xk[oh + ltJr’p + o,“+ ‘sX’QP” -- cj~(a + CT)‘) lz$-‘p 
- o,“(w + co,“) sXzQPh + w’tX’P + co”‘s=r”QP”] = 0. 
It is easy to see that the third relation follows from the first wo relatiox 
and Lemma 2.1. To show that L”=a”b, firsr observe that (Q”- ‘P”)(Q’?/: 
= ,‘tQk’k c I ‘p” + !  and (Q”p)(Q”+‘P”) = wk-lQk’k+‘“P’fl, Hence 
(Q”’ ‘P”)(Q”P) = &“(,Q”P,(Q”+ ‘Ph)~ ecause (1 - k, d) = 1, it foolow3 
that CO’ h is a primitive dth root of unity. Thus we have I’” = (a”[tQ’P -- 
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SQ k+lPh])" = ah[(tQkPjd + (sQ k+‘Ph)d] = ak[td+sd] = a”b, where 
the second to last equality uses the fact that d is odd. 
Finally the map is surjective b cause X and XkY generate A,Z. 1 
THEOREM 2.3. The ser S=(V’(XV’)“X1j06i, j<d-l,O<n} is an 
F-basis of A,,. 
Proqf: By Lemma 2.2 and the remarks immediately preceding it, the 
elements of S generate A, over F. It suffices then to show that the elements 
of S are F-independent. Suppose that the elements of S are dependent, that 
is, suppose that some finite sum C a,,- Vi( XV)“Xi = 0, where the coefficients 
arrZj are in F and some ailIj is nonzero. Let N = max(rz 1 u,,,~ # 0, for some 
i, j3. By multiplying the sum on the left by an appropriate power of V and 
on the right by an appropriate power of X, we may assume ad- 1, zv. rip I # 0. 
Let D = Q”+ ‘P. We have seen (proof of L.emma 2.1) that Dh = ueQk+‘Ph, 
where e= (k+ 1) h(h- 1)/2. Choose Y, 1 <.rdd- 1, such that 2r= 1 
(mod d) (recall that d is odd). Appealing again to the proof of Lemma 2.1, 
we have that k+l=(l~-ljP’ and so e=(k+l)h(h-l)r-hr (modd). 
Hence D” = &‘Q li+‘Ph. It follows that XV= tXkf’ + sXktlQPh = 
a”+‘(tD+whrsSh). 
We first diagonalize D. Since PQ = oQP, we have DQ = oQD and 
Q-‘D = coDQ~-‘. Moreover it is easy to see that Dd = Qd = I. Since D and 
Q lie in M,(K), there is an automorphism z of M,(K) such that r(D) = 
Q-’ and z(Q)= D. Then r(X)=crD, $XV)=LY~+‘(~Q~~ +ophrsQp”), 
and z(V) = T(X)~‘T(XV) = cr”Dp’(tQp’ + CI.-~‘SQ~~) = crk(wtQ-’ + 
WhiILr)sQ-h) D-1. Hence the dependence relation given above now 
becomes 1 bini[(otQpl +o~~“~~‘sQ-“) D~‘]i[tQ-‘+w-hrsQ~h]nDi=O, 
where bil,, = u“~~“(~+ 1’+j,i,2,, In particular N = max(n 1 b,,lj # 0 for some i, j> 
and bd-l.,v,cl-l+O. 
Computing the first of the factors of each summand we have 
[(otQ-’ + co”(‘-‘)sQ -1~) D-11’ = [JJ$=, (df~-l + ,+FrjsS-h)] D-i, 
Hence [(otQ-’ + gh(l-r)sQ-h) D-‘I’[@ + W-h’SQ-h]wi = 
[In;-=, (drQ - ’ + o h~t‘-r)SQ~h)](o~‘tQ~I +Whli-“sQ-h)“Di = ~“z”‘Dj-’ 
(say). We have then z bi,,jM’i.“)D1-i = 0. 
We want to examine the (1, 1) entry of the matrix x binjM’L”‘D’pi. Since 
Q is diagonal, so is &P,nJ for all i, n. The ( 1, 1)-entry of M”,“’ is 
[ni= 1 (~-~t + oh’f-rJs)](cJf + o~(~~‘)J)“. The matrix D = Qk+‘P is an 
invertible diagonal times the permutation matrix P; thus the (1, 1) entry of 
D’-’ is nonzero if and only ifj-i=O and ifj-i=O, the (1, 1)-entry is 
one. It follows that the (1, l)-entry of the sum is 
1 bi,,i [jjI (o/t + ,*ii-%)I (wit + CB~(~-‘)S)~. 
OCiGd- 1 
0GflC.V 
(xc) 
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We also know that b rlp ,, Jv, t/m ,# 0 (and the sum is zero). Viewing the 
expression (*) as a polynomial in the variables S..r over the field F(r )* we 
see that it has degree NS d- 1 and must be divisible by the polynomial 
s”+ t’“- h. It follows that sd+ td divides the leading form of (*), that is the 
polynomial [nyr: (o’t+w”‘/~“s)](~o”~‘t~o”‘“~‘~“s)’~, Let s’=(,~~~“~. 
This last expression then becomes [n:z: (w ‘i + w’%-’ )] (w - ‘r + u “s’ )” = 
tiP,“[Jl::: (t + LC)-/“- ‘)s’)](t + OJ’ P”;‘),‘. Since CO/‘- ’ is a primitive dth roe: 
of one, and (s’)~‘= 3”. we infer that s’ + I divides (t + I,;’ -“s’ 1.‘; which is 
impossible. Hence the elements of S are F-independent. 
COROLLARY 2.4. The homor?~orphism q : :Y;! - A jI is au i.~oiilorphisi?i. 
Proq’Y By the theorem the elements cp(c’(r~:!“.~‘) for Odi. ,j,<d- i; 
0 < II form an F-basis of rl,. Hence the elements ?(.YL: j”l-’ are F-indegec- 
dent in .d,,. Since we have already observed that these lements generate 
..4,> they form a basis. The map cp thus has a triGa kernel and we have 
shown (Lemma 2.2) that cp is surjective. 
GOROLLARV 2.5. The algebra A,, is fiktel?, prexnted. 
Pro$ It is shown in [ 12, Theorem 7] that A, is Azumaya of rank ii’ 
Hence the first atement follows from Corollary 2.4. The second statement 
also follows easily from that corollary. 
Remark. This representation says that in some sense these algebras are 
“cubic” in the nature and hence very similar tothe Clifford algebra of E 
binary cubic form. In particular given the presentation one can derive the 
basic properties ofthe algebra in a way very analogous to the arguments in 
Haiie [4]. For example letting p= P’X- wXV and :‘= I’X-&XK it 
follows easily from the relations (M) that pX= G?‘X~. I’-,cr = w”o k’. 
\~X = WXY, and 1’~ = OYI’. A short computation then shows that the center 
contains F[pd. ff, pc ‘jT p’%]. where /rrn E -I (mod ci). In fact it is shown 
in [13] that the center is exactly this ring. 
SECTION THREE 
In this last section we consider more closely one class of the algebras dis- 
cussed in Section Two. Let f( U, c) = aud + bv” where d is odd. Let ir = ri - 1 
We consider the algebras A,, (since d is odd, both ir and 4; - 1 are relatively 
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prime to d). To simplify notation let A = -4,. As we saw at the end of 
Section Two, the center of A is IQ”, v”, pv]. A computation similar to 
that in Lemma 3 of Tesser [12] shows that \td= pd+ 27, where 7 = 
[(o’- l)duh”‘b]/2 and so (pd+ 1/)2 = (QV)~+ y2. Thus the center is 
isomorphic to the coordinate ring of the affrne piece of the projective curve 
Y’Z”-‘= X’+ $Zd given by Z# 0. We will use u and r for the coor- 
dinates on this piece, so the coordinate ring is F[u, V] where 24’ = rd+ y2 
and we may view A as having F[u, r] as center. This affine curve is non- 
singular, so F[u, r] is a Dedekind domain. Let C denote the projective 
curve; it is hyperelliptic and the only singularity is at (0; 1; 0), the point at 
infinity. 
We want to show that the algebra A can be extended to an Azumaya 
algebra over the desingularization 5 of C. The method will be to blow up 
the singularity at infinity and show that the algebra can be extended across 
this new point (because the curve is hyperelliptic, desingularization adds 
only one new point). We will follow the recipe for blowing up given in 
Fulton [3, Chapter 71. The curve C is covered by two aftine open sets, the 
first given by Z # 0 and the second given by Y # 0 (note that if X # 0, then 
Z # 0). As noted above the affine curve given by Z # 0 is the center of the 
Azumaya algebra. We let s and t denote the coordinates on the afline piece 
given by Y # 0, so that the coordinate ring is F[s, t] where fde2 = sd+ y2td. 
Hence t”- ‘( 1 - y2t2) = sd. Let t! = 1 - l12?. Let B = F[s, t] and let B denote 
the integral closure of B. Let B, denote the localization fB at the element 
e. The curve ? is obtained by glueing Spec(F[u, r]) and Spec(B) along the 
open sets given by u # 0 in the first and t # 0 in the second. 
We want to describe the ring B,. For this we consider a new afline curve 
Y= X’( 1 + y2Y’). This curve is nonsingular. Let v and IV denote coor- 
dinates, so that the coordinate ring is F[o, I\!] where it’= v2( 1 + y?vd). 
LEMMA 3.1. The ring iZ?, = F[t/s, s”“/th” ~‘Ic. Moreover the ring 
F[t/s, s”“/th’“] is isomorphic to F[v, w]. The isomorphism is given bll 
sending v to sh:‘/th’” ~ ’ and w to t/s. 
ProoJ: Let 11’ = Sh)2/t” 2 ~l and IV’ = t/s and let D = F[K~‘, v’]. Then 
( ,t” )Wz,J = t and (& )W 1 1” = s, so D 2 B and D,z B,. Moreover we have 
td-‘e = sd. It follows that (u)’ = ul’e and that (~7’)~~’ = s’/e. Hence i?, 2 D,. 
But D is the coordinate ring of a nonsingular curve and so is integrally 
closed. Thus B, = D,. 1 
To simplify notation we will identify 11 with ~1’ and IV with it”. Hence 
B, = F[Iv, n],. The curve c has an affine open covering consisting of two 
open sets, the set Spec(F[u, e]) and the set Spec(B,) (note that the ideal in 
B generated by e and t is all of i?, so Spec(B,) contains the point at 
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infinity). The intersections of these two sets is Spec(F[u, T],~~:~:z~) z 
Spec( B,;.) = Spec( F[ It’. c]Ip j. We will use this covering to extend .4. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The Axma~,a algebra A can be csterzdcd to a~? 
Azzuw~~:rr algebra 2 over C? in such a \va)) that the residue cz!gebra $“A at t&e 
poiizt at irfisitj- is split. 
ProoJ Let S= Flu, r]uilc:P;,:, and iet A,= A OFllr. ,.] S. If we identify 
4 with its image in A,, then the Azumaya algebra AS is easily seen to 
be generated over S by the elements and K The ring S[X] is a 
cylic extension of S of degree d and the element I”‘= !i + 1’ is a unit 
in S. Moreover we have vs = WIV. Hence the algebra A, is the cyclic 
algebra (sd, \~~)~=(a, u+Y).~. In particular .-i@F(r, zr)~.4~@F(r, zij!s 
ia, I4 + ;liF,r. I,;. Now the field F(u, r) is isomorphic to F(s, r): the 
isomorphism sends 14 to lit and sends r to sCf. Hence A @.F(r+ 2;) as 
isomorphic to the cyclic algebra (a, 7 + 1~; jFt,, Ii over Qs, t) = P(rr. 0). Now 
observe that ~‘~(7 + l;it) = p(~:~)” ‘(y + lit) = rp.,h ‘(1 - -,,2p21~.h)‘l’Z[y + I;,+) by
the defining relation for L’ and II’. Because t = PE ” this last expression 
equals (1 - ;:‘r’)h,2( 1 +,;t). We see then thar the algebra (a. y + 1/t) 2 
isomorphic to (a, e” ‘( 1 + yt)) over I;(s, i). We can now extend A to the 
ring B, = F[\t,, ~1,: the element e” 2( 1 + ytj is a undr in Fhis ring and so we 
can form the crossed product Azumaya algebra A = (n, e” ‘( 1 + yt))f-C,v, :. ., 
juslng the cyclic ring extension B,[x] over B, where we recall that x”= G. 
In Bi, the element cis invertible. H nce the algebra 2 OE Bt, is canonically 
isomorphic over B,, z S to the algebra A, = .4 OFlu, rI S. Giuerng 2 to ‘4 
Song B,, z 5’ using this isomorphism extends the algebra A to an Azumaya 
algebra ,2 over c?‘. 
Finally, the residue algebra of 2 at infinity isthe cyciic algebra (a- i i 
over the residue field (obtained by setting t=O ic he expression 
(a0 eh ‘( 1 + yi)), and this is clearly split. 
We can now apply the pairing of Lichtenbaum [8] and Manin [9]. For 
each point p on the curve c, the residue algebra A(p) is Asamaya over the 
residue field F(p). Let cp be the function from the points on k!? to the rauer 
group B(F) of F given by q(p) = Car,,, F( [A(p)] ), where Car denotes the 
corestriction h momorphism and [A(p)] denotes the class of .?( p3) in 
B(F!’ p1 f~ 
COROLLARY 3.3. The tnap cp defined above i~dzztces a homo~~orph~~~~ 
ii-on? Pic( C) ro B(F). 
P~ooj: By Lichtenbaum and Manin there is a pairing from 
B(c) x Pic(2’) to B(F). The map that q induces is the same as the 
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homomorphism from Pit(c) to B(F) determined from this pairing by the 
class of .? in B( Z;). 1 
COROLLARY 3.4. The map cp induces a homomorphism from the class 
group Cl(Z(A)) of the center of A to B(F). 
Proof: If we remove the point at infinity from c, the resulting scheme 
is Spec(Z( I-1)). Hence we have the exact sequence Z + Pit(c) -+ 
Pic(ZiA)) + 0, where the image of Z is the subgroup generated by the class 
of the point at infinity (see Proposition 6.5, Chap. II of [5]). Since the class 
of the point at infinity maps to 0 under cp, the result follows. 1 
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